There is growing evidence that seabed scattering is often dominated by heterogeneities within the sediment volume as opposed to seafloor roughness. From a theoretical viewpoint, sediment volume heterogeneities can be described either by a fluctuation continuum or by discrete particles. In at-sea experiments, heterogeneity characteristics generally are not known a priori. Thus, an uninformed model selection is generally made, i.e., the researcher must arbitrarily select either a discrete or continuum model. It is shown here that it is possible to (acoustically) discriminate between continuum and discrete heterogeneities in some instances. For example, when the spectral exponent c 3 > 4, the volume scattering cannot be described by discrete particles. Conversely, when c 3 2, the heterogeneities likely arise from discrete particles. Furthermore, in the range 2 < c 3 4 it is sometimes possible to discriminate via physical bounds on the parameter values. The ability to so discriminate is important, because there are few tools for measuring small scale, O(10 À2 to 10 1 ) m, sediment heterogeneities over large areas. Therefore, discriminating discrete vs continuum heterogeneities via acoustic remote sensing may lead to improved observations and concomitant increased understanding of the marine benthic environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The seafloor is inherently heterogeneous on a wide range of spatial scales. This heterogeneity leads to scattering of acoustic energy within the sediment volume which in some cases is the dominant scattering mechanism (e.g., Refs. 1-7, not intended to be exhaustive).
Heterogeneities and the resulting sediment volume scattering (or simply "volume scattering," hereafter) can arise from a variety of geological, biological, chemical, and mixed (e.g., biogeochemical) processes. It is convenient from a theoretical standpoint to divide the heterogeneity into two broad classes: one assuming a fluctuation continuum, for example, sediment structures resulting from slumps and slides; the other treating heterogeneities as discrete objects, for example, shells, rocks, and bubbles.
The question addressed here is whether it is possible from acoustic backscattering or reverberation measurements to determine the class, i.e., whether the scattering is due to a continuum or discrete heterogeneities. The answer, if affirmative, would be valuable for remote sensing approaches where at present the modeler must select (usually without a priori information) one of the two classes. The most advanced and widely used numerical model assumes a continuum (e.g., Ref. 8) , and thus the majority of research to date has focused on this class assumption.
The question posed above pre-supposes that it is known that volume heterogeneities dominate the scattering data, rather than interface roughness. There are methods to determine if this is the case (typically via the angular and frequency dependence of the scattering, e.g., Refs. 1-7 and 9), but this will not be addressed in any detail here. Rather, we assume that it is known that the scattering is controlled by volume heterogeneities.
We begin Sec. II reviewing the theory of scattering from a continuum and from discrete heterogeneities. The main mathematical results are developed in Sec. III, which define the ability to discriminate the class for a limited range of possible heterogeneities, i.e., for the discrete class fluid spherical particles with a power-law size distribution and the continuum class fluid heterogeneities with a von Karman power spectrum. In Sec. IV, the range of possible heterogeneities is broadened to include, for example, elastic and nonspherical particles as well as heterogeneities in layered sediments. In Sec. V, the mathematical relationships from Sec. III are used to develop a practical methodology for interpreting scattering and reverberation measurements. Section VI provides a summary and conclusions.
scattering parameters, and a sufficiently smooth sediment interface such that roughness contributes negligibly to the incident field in the seabed.
The general expression for backscattering strength from volume heterogeneities in a half-space can be written as an equivalent interface scattering strength S [see Ref. 10 
where q is bulk density, k is wavenumber, T is the transmission coefficient, h is grazing angle, and quantities with/ without subscript 0 indicate water/sediment, respectively. The variable r will be referred to as the free-field volume backscattering cross-section which has units of m
À1
. Equation (1) is general in the sense that r could be defined from either a continuum or discrete particles. Both classes are briefly discussed below.
A. Continuum or spectral approach
The free-field backscattering cross-section from perturbation theory for the continuum case can be written [see Ref. 10 , Eq. (14.10)] as
where the W's are the three-dimensional sediment fluctuation spectra for density (subscript qq), compressibility (subscript jj), and the cross-spectrum (subscript qj). In the backscattering direction Dk ¼ 2k cos h. There are a number of limitations to this theory, including assumptions of small perturbations in sound speed and density, single scattering, and that scattered angles are far from specular. We begin with a widely used form for W, where the spatial fluctuations follow a von Karman spectrum,
where w 3 is the spectral strength, c 3 is the spectral exponent, K is the aspect ratio and is to be consistent with spherical particles, L is the spectral cutoff length, and k 
where l is usually taken to be negative. Assuming for the moment that the wavenumber k is real (i.e., no attenuation), Eqs. (2)- (4) indicate that for kL ( 1 and kL ) 1, the freefield volume scattering varies as
;
Formally, the limit on the spectral exponent is c 3 > 3 which for a fixed c 3 at all scales ensures finite root-meansquare (rms) fluctuations. However, in natural sediment assemblages the spectral exponent may vary in different spatial wavenumber regimes. Thus, as long as the spectral exponent is not assumed to extend to infinite wavenumbers there is no formal limit. A reasonable lower limit can be set, however, based on observations to date. 4 where along three radials the spectral exponent varied from 2:3 c 3 2:8. Given the experimental evidence to date in naturally occurring marine sediments, the lower bound is set here so that c 3 > 2. Note that this lower limit implies that the one-dimensional (1D) spectral exponent has a positive value, which does not seem unreasonable.
B. Discrete volume scattering
This section largely follows the work of Ivakin.
11
Starting with scattering from a single-sized discrete inclusion of radius a, the scattering can be approximated as
where N is the number of particles per unit volume. V is the normal incidence reflection coefficient for a flat interface between sediment and inclusion, with
where e and h are the specific modulus and specific density of the fluid sphere relative to the surrounding sediment and K is the bulk modulus, where c ¼ ðK=qÞ
Thus, free-field scattering from discrete spherical particles, Eq. (6), exhibits a frequency dependence
where the low-frequency behavior is the well-known Rayleigh result for small particles. The high-frequency behavior is a simplification (or frequency smoothing) of the full physics response of a sphere which is oscillatory around a constant value due to circumferential waves of various orders that interfere constructively and destructively. It is also of interest to consider scattering from a distribution of particle sizes. Various particle size distributions have been observed for discrete particles including lognormal, 12 exponential, and power-law. 13 Here we consider the power-law size distribution W (see Ref. 14 and the Appendix) given by
where C D is the volume concentration for discrete particles and a 1 and a 2 are the inner and outer scale radii, respectively. Assuming single scattering, the backscattering cross-section from the size distribution is
III. RELATIONS BETWEEN CONTINUUM AND DISCRETE PARAMETERS
The goal is to formulate the relationship between the spectral and discrete cases and in particular the relationship between the respective parameters, i.e., (a) the spectral cutoff length L and radius a of scatterers; (b) the spectral strength w 3 and the total volume concentration and scatterer constituency. This is addressed first for heterogeneities with a single size and then for a distribution of particle sizes.
A. Single particle size: c 3 54
The simplest relationship can be seen by comparing Eq. (9) with Eq. (5) and noting that when c 3 ¼ 4 (exponential covariance) there is an equivalence between a continuum and discrete scattering for spherical particles of identical radii. 15 By equivalence, we mean that the frequency dependence is identical at high and low frequencies.
Quantitative relationships between continuum and discrete parameters L, a, and w 3 , V, b, can be obtained by equating the discrete and continuum scattering cross sections [Eqs. (2) and (6)] at their high-and low-frequency asymptotes. At high frequencies
where
Equating the low-frequency scattering asymptotes gives
Equation (14) coupled with Eq. (12) yields the relation between the particle radius and the spectral cutoff length
It is somewhat unexpected that the relation between L and a includes a scale factor related to the relative density and compressibility of the scatterers (V/b). This will be addressed later (Sec. III B 2). The relationships above were tested by using a fixed set of discrete parameters (Table I ) and deriving the equivalent continuum parameters L and w 3 from Eqs. (15) and (14) with an assumed l. The associated free-field scattering strengths from the continuum (dashed-dotted line) and the discrete particle approximation Eq. (6) (solid dark line) are shown in Fig. 1 . The salient point is that the overall shapes of the discrete and continuum curves are similar. The "full-physics" discrete result (gray line) is also shown in Fig. 1 which agrees well with the discrete approximation in Ref. 11 .
Known limits on the sound speed and density of the scatterers may in some cases be useful for discrimination. If, for example, it was known that the scatterers were sediments or rock, the rough limits are 1450 c s 6000 m/s and 1.2 q s 3.0 g/cc. Also, there may be local upper limits on the particle radius, where geological or biological processes may limit the dimension of discrete heterogeneities. The violation of any of these limits (on N, c s , q s , a) would indicate that discrete scattering is unlikely. On the other hand, for the continuum approach, if the coefficient of variation [see Eq. (7.15) in Ref. 10] is too large then perturbation theory will fail and the continuum approach is not viable. TABLE I. Geoacoustic and scattering parameters for comparison of continuum and discrete (single particle size) scattering in Fig. 1 . The volume concentration (C D ) and coefficient of variation (CV) are also given.
Host properties
Discrete parameters Continuum parameters Table I .
Another check on parameter reasonableness can be made via the volume fraction C D (ratio of spherical scatterers to host sediment)
which is 63.4% for a random packing of uniform spheres. 16 This is clearly an upper limit and at much lower volume fractions there is likely to be multiple scattering (which would invalidate the scattering model assumptions here). Precise limits are lacking on the volume fraction threshold at which multiple scattering becomes important because the onset of multiple scattering depends strongly upon other parameters, e.g., frequency and the ratio of host/scatterer physical properties. Nevertheless, a large volume fraction (very roughly a few tenths) may bring into question the validity of the theory employed here. Much lower volume fractions may lead to multiple scattering when the wavelength is comparable or smaller than the scatterers (e.g., Ref. 12).
B. Power-law distribution of sphere sizes:
Relationships for a distribution of discrete spherical inclusion sizes are developed in this section: in particular a power-law distribution, Eqs. (10) and (11).
Relation between c 3 and c
From a heuristic standpoint, each size sphere yields a scaled scattering strength in non-dimensional parameter ka. Thus, smaller particles will have a lower scattering strength than larger particles, but the frequency where the free-field scattering goes from f 4 to f 0 will occur at a higher frequency, proportional to the ratio of the particle sizes [see Fig. 2(a) ]. This behavior means that by including a larger number of smaller particles, the frequency dependence of r D at ka 2 ) 1 instead of being f 0 will be f n with n ! 0 [see Fig. 2 (b)]. Thus, it is impossible for a distribution of sphere sizes to exhibit a high-frequency (ka 2 ) 1) exponent n < 0. This puts a limit on the range of c 3 for the equivalence of the continuous and discrete cases, i.e.,
where < rather than has been used since c 3 ¼ 4 leads to a single size of spherical scatterers (as discussed above).
As a numerical example [Eq. (6) in Eq. (11) Fig. 2(a) , the free-field scattering for each (log-spaced) sphere size is shown. Note that the smaller sizes have lower scattering strength and a higher frequency at which the scattering becomes constant. Results for a volume concentration c ¼ 4 are shown in Fig. 2(b) . Since there are more spheres with smaller radii than large radii, the smaller radii curves are proportionally weighted. Note that above f % 1000 Hz (ka 2 ¼ 1), the smaller particles increase the slope from frequency independent, f 0 . The high frequency slope f 2 (associated with the outer scale a 2 ) is approached at frequencies above about ka 2 ¼ 2 or f $ 2400 Hz.
The relationship between the spectral exponent c 3 and the particle size exponent c, was developed in Ref. 14 [see Eq. (A6)] for the domain ka 1 ( 1; ka 2 ) 1, but is repeated here,
for convenience and because the upper bound is different than implied in Ref.
14. The bounds are quite important since they provide a means for discriminating between discrete and spectral scattering. Thus if c 3 > 4, the scattering cannot be from discrete scatterers and for c 3 < 2, the scattering very likely arises from discrete heterogeneities not a continuum (from arguments about the sign of the 1D spectral exponent as well as a review of existing measurements from marine sediments). The above class (discrete and continuum) discrimination clearly relies on measurements made at frequencies such that, kd ) 1, where d is a characteristic scale (e.g., L or a 2 ). Thus, the relations are also useful for experiment design in selecting the source frequency range (though in practice there is usually no a priori knowledge of the heterogeneity scales, which means that the broader the frequency range the better potential for discrimination).
2. Relation between other spectral and discrete parameters a. Theory. By equating the high-and low-frequency asymptotes, the continuum and discrete parameters can be related to one to another (the same tack used for the single particle size). The von Karman spectral asymptotes were already given in Sec. III A. The discrete scattering cross section for a power-law distribution is given by combining Eqs. The total scattering cross section, i.e., the sum of the contributions, has the same high frequency slope of n ¼ 2 (not shown). The host material properties are in Table I .
At low-frequency (kL ( 1 and ka 2 ( 1) and for 2 < c 3 < 4,
The high-frequency result is more challenging because an analytic high-frequency solution to Eq. (19) does not seem possible for arbitrary values of c. Instead an ad hoc approach is taken that yields reasonably accurate results. The idea is to evaluate Eq. (19) at a specific wavenumberkðk a 2 ) 1Þ, then multiply that value by the high-frequency slope n, to get the frequency dependence,
I 1 and I 2 are the low-and high-frequency approximations which are required because atk there are contributions from particle sizes that are both below and above 1=k. This can be seen by inspection of Fig. 2(b) , where in the high-frequency regime (e.g., 4 kHz), there are contributions from sizes ranging from the low-frequency regime (increasing as f 4 ) up to particles in the high-frequency regime, f 0 . A sketch of the approximate solution is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the approximation overestimates the exact solution which is accounted for by the factor F in Eq. (21) .
The two integrals in Eq. (21) are given by
and
The parameterk is arbitrary within constraints thatk a 2 ) 1 andk a 1 < 1. For specificity we choosê
The non-dimensional parameterkâ has a precise definition, and must be chosen such that the integrands of I 1 and I 2 cross atâ (see Fig. 3 ). Thus, equating the integrands of Eqs. (22) and (23) (i.e., the crossing point for I 1 and I 2 ) yields the condition
which is independent of c. The factor F is a (weak) function ofk and for the choice ofk in Eq. (24), F ¼ 1.24. After substitution of Eqs. (21)- (23) in Eq. (19), the high-frequency approximation can be written as
This expression is one of the important results of the paper and general for any value of c. However, for purposes of comparison with the continuum case, only values for 2 < c < 4 are required [see Eq. (18)]. Within that regime, n ¼ c À 2 for the domain ½1=a 2 ( maxðkÞ ( 1=a 1 . The relationships between the continuum and discrete parameters are obtained (as in Sec. III A) by equating the highfrequency asymptotes 27) and then dividing by the low-frequency asymptotes [Eq. (20)]. b. Example and validation of ad hoc approach. By way of an example, consider the solution for a specific case, c 3 ¼ c ¼ 3. At high frequencies, (kL ) 1 and ka 2 ) 1) the relationship using Eqs. (18) and (24)- (27) is
and the low-frequency asymptote from Eq. (20) is
By taking the ratio of Eqs. (28) and (29), the relationship between the maximum particle size a 2 and the outer scale L is obtained as 
where n ¼ a 1 =a 2 . This indicates that (for In order to examine the validity of the ad hoc approach, Eq. (26), the scattering strength from discrete and continuum cases are compared (see Fig. 4 ), where the continuum parameters were estimated from discrete parameters using Eqs. (26)-(30). Figure 4 (a) shows a comparison with a wide scatterer size distribution, a 2 =a 1 ¼ 100. Note that the agreement between the two approaches is quite good, with the greatest difference ($1 dB) occurring at the transition between f 4 and f 1 scattering dependency, i.e., at ka 2 ¼ 1 (vertical dotted line). The good agreement indicates that the approximations made to derive Eq. (26) are reasonable.
c. Example of multiple frequency regimes. It is useful at this point to show that the restriction max(k) ( 1/a 1 can be violated, and in that case the slope for ka 1 ! 1 is simply n ¼ 0 (i.e., only the smallest particle size contributes to the scattering). Figure 4 (b) shows this situation where the size distribution is sufficiently narrow such that the scattering dependency varies as f 4 to f 1 to f 0 , respectively, for the conditions ka 2 < 1, ka 1 < 1 < ka 2 , and ka 1 ! 1. That large particle sizes contribute negligibly with increasing frequency can be seen by inspection of Fig. 2(b) .
Continuum (or spectral) parameters in the ka 1 ! 1 regime can be estimated as follows. First note that a transition region from f 1 to f 0 begins somewhat below ka 1 ¼ 1 [see Fig. 4(b) ]. Here we use the somewhat arbitrary criteria that the transition region begins at ka 1 ¼ 1/3. Thus, Eqs. (13) and (15) can be used above ka 1 ¼ 1/3 to estimate the corresponding continuum parameters using a discrete scale size a ¼ 3a 1 , noting that N in Eq. (13) is related to C D via Eq. (16) . The result of these continuum parameters in Eq. (2) is shown by the dashed curve which agrees closely with the discrete case. This serves to show that the above relationships are useful for situations in which there are multiple regimes, e.g., different spectral parameters in different frequency regimes.
IV. OTHER CONTINUUM AND DISCRETE FORMS
The results in Sec. III made specific assumptions about the continuum spectrum (von Karman with an aspect ratio of unity) and also the shape (spherical) and constituency (fluid) of the discrete scatterers. To generalize the results, other forms of continuum spectra and discrete particles are now considered.
A. Other forms of continuum fluctuations
The von Karman spectrum, which has a flat lowwavenumber roll off, leads to free-field low-frequency volume scattering with a f 4 dependence. It is well-known that discrete particles of any shape have the same low-frequency f 4 dependence. Thus, no other low-wavenumber roll off Table II ). The discrete scattering results were obtained using Eq. (19) . TABLE II. Geoacoustic and scattering parameters for comparison of continuum and discrete (power-law distribution of particle sizes) scattering in 
slope could be chosen that would be commensurate with discrete particles. Thus, in principle the low-frequency slope of the scattering is a useful discriminant between discrete and continuum descriptions. At low frequencies, f 4 could imply either a discrete or continuum approach; any other frequency dependence would indicate that scattering is not from discrete particles, but rather from a continuum with a lowfrequency roll off that is not flat.
B. Other forms of discrete inclusions
We briefly address three assumptions about discrete particles that were made, namely that the particles were spherical, fluid, and the size distribution followed a power-law.
Non-spherical particles
There are a wide variety of discrete particle shapes in marine sediments. Simplified shapes from biogenic sources (e.g., shells and coral) include species that form cones, disks, cylinders, and an enormous variety of other shapes. Coarse geological particles (e.g., rocks) have often been eroded and simple shapes would include prolate and oblate spheroids. Biogeochemical processes can also lead to a variety of shapes including thin flat plates (e.g., carbonate pavements). How would these shapes affect the frequency dependence of the scattering? At low frequencies, the scattering for any small particles regardless of shape goes as f 4 (see Ref. 17 ). At high frequencies, studies have shown that when an assemblage of particles is averaged over multiple particle orientations (as would be expected in most naturally occurring assemblages), the scattering has the same frequency dependence as a sphere, f 0 (e.g., Refs. 5 and 20). Thus, the restriction to spherical particles considered in Sec. III can be relaxed.
Non-fluid particles: Effects of elasticity and bubbles
Many discrete sediment inclusions are better described as a solid than a fluid. Many geologic and biologic materials have shear speeds comparable to or greater than the compressional speed of the "host" sediment (assumed to be fluid). However, the presence of shear (with realistic attenuation) typically leads to small or negligible differences in the frequency dependence of the scattering.
Bubbles in the sediment can also lead to scattering (e.g., Refs. 21 and 22) but have generally the same frequency dependence as for spheres, i.e., f 4 at low frequencies relative to bubble resonance and f 0 at high frequencies. Spherical bubbles exhibit strong resonance effects with concomitant high scattering (much higher than geometrical scattering from a sphere: a 2 /4) at the resonant frequency. In principle, such peaked frequency dependence could be indicative of bubbles. However, in practice, the size, shape, or depth dependent bubble distributions will usually tend to smooth out the peaks. Alternatively, other scattering processes could mask the non-resonant scattering leaving a frequency dependence controlled by near resonant condition. As yet another possibility, the resonant peak may not exist either because of bubble shape and/or high damping. In this case, a spectral exponent of c 3 ¼ 4, would be commensurate with scattering from a single bubble size with a resonant frequency approximately equal to c/2pL.
Size distributions
In Sec. III, either a single particle size or a power-law distribution was assumed. While power-law size distributions are common in measurements and modeling, it is of interest to inquire about other size distributions. For other size distributions, inter-parameter relationships could be established; however, a very important point is that regardless of the size distribution, the bound in Eq. (17) holds. That is to say, for c 3 > 4 the volume heterogeneities cannot be discrete; this is a general result independent of size distribution.
In summary, the results in Sec. III are valid for a much wider set of conditions than for fluid, spherical, and fluid scatterers whose size follows a power-law distribution.
V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The results of Sec. III provide a useful basis for distinguishing between classes (continuum vs discrete). A main interest in this section is to develop a practical methodology to do so from measured data. In order to estimate parameters and parameter relationships between classes it is first important to address parameter non-uniqueness.
A. Inter-parameter uniqueness: Single particle size Given spectral estimates of w 3 , L, and l with c 3 ¼ 4, Eqs. (12) and (14) contain four discrete parameters (a, N, V, b) and only two equations, i.e., the inverse problem is under-determined. In other words, when converting from spectral to discrete parameters, and vice versa, there is insufficient information to independently obtain all the parameters. Two general approaches are considered.
In most instances, spectral parameter estimation proceeds with a nominal "arbitrary" value of the parameter l [see Eq. (4)]. This is because measured scattering or reverberation data are only sensitive to the product w 3 (1 þ l 2 À 2l) and w 3 is most commonly chosen as the parameter of interest with l fixed. Sections V A 1 and V A 2 address parameter relationships: first with an arbitrary l and then the case where l is well estimated from the data or independent measurements.
Arbitrary l
A useful strategy is to recognize that the ratio of V/b in Eq. (15) has a smaller range of variation than V and b separately. The expected behavior of a/L ¼ (2V/b) 1/2 is shown in Fig. 5 for various types of rocks where it can be seen that the radius is always larger than the spectral cutoff. The most important point, however, is that the total range is somewhat modest (from about 1.3-1.8), so that by choosing the mean, (2V/b) 1/2 ¼ 1.55, there is a maximum uncertainty of only 614% in the radius ascribed to lack of knowledge of V/b. This uncertainty can be reduced somewhat by knowing the host material. (13) and (15)]. For rocks, this variation can be quite large, from about 0.5 to 30. Thus, in the absence of any additional information, N would be expected to have a large uncertainty. However, if, for example, it was known that the scatterers were basalt the uncertainty factor would only range from 0.5 to 2. Picking a mean V 3 /b ¼ 1.25 leads to a maximum uncertainty in N of 660%.
The uncertainties for a and N are heavily driven by the hypotheses for the particle characteristics. For example, water-filled inclusions (e.g., from benthic organism burrows) would lead to much smaller uncertainties than those for rocks discussed above (if this were the known mechanism).
Well estimated l
In some (perhaps unusual) cases, l may be known. In this case, a relationship between l and the discrete parameters h and e can be exploited. In particular from Eqs. (4) and (7),
For an assemblage of single-sized particles, it is likely that all particles exhibit the same physical properties. The uniform properties assumption with Eq. (31) allows discrete parameters to be estimated from continuum parameters by specifying either e or h, 24 which then allows estimation of particle radius a [Eq. (15)], and then N [Eq. (16)]. Furthermore, if there is a reasonable hypothesis for the nature of the discrete particles, then an empirical constitutive relationship can be used between e and h (e.g., Hamilton's density vs sound speed relations 23 for rocks and sediments can be easily cast into relations between e and h). This constitutive relation coupled with Eq. (31) would result in a fully determined inverse problem, i.e., with no free discrete parameters.
B. Inter-parameter uniqueness: Distribution of particle sizes
The uniqueness issues for a distribution of particle sizes are similar to those of a single size, but somewhat more severe since there is an additional parameter a 1 .
1. Arbitrary l Similar to the single particle size, the relatively small variation in V/b in Eq. (30) leads to modest maximum uncertainty in a 2 of only 614%. There is an additional, though small, uncertainty from unknown n. For extreme values of n ¼ 1/4 and n ¼ 0, taking the mean of the last 2 factors, leads to an additional uncertainty of about 63%. Thus, the maximum particle can in principle be estimated to within 617%.
The remaining four unknown parameters, C, V, b, and a 1 have considerably higher uncertainty. Many of these parameters are ambiguous, i.e., have the same dependency on known parameters. In some instances, a 1 can be directly determined from the frequency dependence. For example, in Fig. 4(b) , a 1 can be estimated from the transition frequency f t at about 20 kHz as a 1 ¼ c/2pf t . If such a transition region is not observed in the data, a 1 can at least be bounded as a 1 < c/2p max(f).
Empirical equations can be employed, though the assumption about uniform physical properties across a range of particle sizes though reasonable is somewhat weaker than for single-sized particles. Using Eq. (31) with an empirical constitutive equation would permit an improved estimate of a 2 in Eq. (30). However, Eqs. (28) and (29) show an ambiguity in estimating the two unknowns: volume fraction, C, and a 1 . In some instances, a 1 can either be estimated directly or at least bounded (see Sec. V A 2). C D may also be bounded and is generally expected to be very roughly less than 0.5, though for a wide range of particle sizes it can in principle be arbitrarily close to 1. When the volume fraction is large, multiple scattering may likely be important.
C. Analysis method of reverberation or scattering data
Scattering and reverberation data
First, recall that the key relationships developed above [Eqs. (15) , (20) , and (26)] are for free-field scattering with no attenuation in the sediment. For measured scattering data the continuum model indicates that the frequency dependence is [see Eq. (1)]
where h crit ¼ a cos(c o /c) is the critical angle and m is the frequency exponent of the attenuation at those frequencies (often assumed to be 1, but can range from 1/2 m 2). The frequency dependency of discrete scattering is likewise either reduced by a factor f 1 or f m , depending upon whether it is below or above the critical angle, respectively. Therefore all the relationships developed in Sec. III are valid for scattering and reverberation measurements. Due to its importance, the discrimination bounds will be restated in terms of measurements, where the direct observable is the frequency dependence of the scattering S. From Eq. (1), it is clear that the frequency exponent in the highfrequency limit would be a ¼ n À 1 (due to the factor k in the denominator). Thus, for angles below the critical angle 1 a 3; indicates scattering from discrete particles;
indicates scattering from a continuum (33) and for angles above the critical angle 2 À m a 4 À m; indicates scattering from discrete particles; a < Àm; indicates scattering from a continuum:
Equation (34) indicates that for observations above the critical angle, the frequency dependence of the attenuation should be measured independently (e.g., seabed reflection measurements) and it should be noted that m may itself be a function of frequency. If it is not possible to estimate m, or the uncertainties are large, fundamental physics does place useful restrictions on the effects of a frequency-dependent m. Viscous effects lead to m ¼ 2 at low-frequency and m ¼ 1/2 at high-frequency relative to material parameters (e.g., sediment permeability, see Ref. 25) . Other theories postulate viscous effects at low-frequency (m ¼ 2) and friction effects at high-frequency m ¼ 1 (e.g., Ref. 26) . All the theories lead to a frequency-dependent slope that is either increasing or constant over f ( c/2pL and f ) c/2pL. This means that a spectral knee due to the inner or outer scale (both lead to a decrease in the frequency-dependent slope) cannot be confused with lack of knowledge of the attenuation frequency dependence. It is clear, however, that uncertainties in m do lead to uncertainties in c 3 and c.
Analysis methodology
The relationships developed in Sec. III can be used as a basis for discriminating between discrete and continuum heterogeneities based on measured scattering data (e.g., reverberation or direct path scattering). In this section, a methodology is presented.
The methodology assumes that the data are known to be dominated by scattering from sediment volume heterogeneities and not roughness. It is also assumed that the frequency-dependent slopes can be estimated in regions of the spectrum where the scattering is dominated by a single set of parameters. As an example, where this assumption is not correct, consider Fig. 4(b) in the instance where only the 10-15 kHz band was measured (making it difficult or impossible to recognize it was a transition zone). One way to reduce the likelihood of inadvertently employing a slope that is in a transition zone between regimes is to measure scattering over a wide band. Our experience suggests that a decade in frequency may be sufficient in some instances. For example, Fig. 5 in Ref. 7 shows that from 200 to 3000 Hz, the measurements can be explained by a single set of volume scattering parameters, with clear low-frequency (200-800 Hz) and high-frequency (1400-3000 Hz) scattering regimes.
The methodology also assumes that sediment layering, if present, is known. In practice, layering can be inferred from, for example, normal incidence or wide angle reflection measurements. While the results of this paper primarily focused on the half-space case, a methodology is provided both for the absence (half-space) and presence of sediment layering.
a. Methodology for a half-space, i.e., no sediment layering. The results of Sec. III suggest the following methodology to distinguish between the continuum and discrete classes:
• Estimate the high-frequency slope first (Ref. 27) . That is, a spectral knee is often apparent in measured data (e.g., see Ref. 7) , and the slope a can be estimated suitably far above the knee.
• Invoke Eqs. (33) and (34) to determine the heterogeneity class. If the slope is greater than 1 (or 2 À m above the critical angle), then there is strong evidence that the scattering is from discrete heterogeneities; if the slope is less than À1 (or Àm above the critical angle), then there is strong evidence for continuum heterogeneities.
• If the high-frequency slope À1 a < 1 (or Àm a < m above the critical angle), then either discrete or a continuum class at this stage is plausible There are some arguments in favor of first selecting the continuum model: (a) there are fewer parameters, 28 (b) they may be easier to estimate because most can be estimated independently of each other in the frequency domain, whereas the discrete parameters may be more complex to estimate, and (c) the continuum theory is more developed. After estimating the continuum parameters, the coefficient of variation should be calculated to determine if perturbation theory is valid. Next, the discrete parameters should be estimated from the continuum parameters using the relations in Sec. III. The discrete parameters, in particular radius a, should be examined to determine if values are reasonable, given the geological environment. The radius of a fluid particle as well as a bubble should be examined. If l is well-constrained, then V/b and C D can be estimated by using an empirical relation between e and h. From e and h, the particle sound speed and density should be tested to determine if they lie within reasonable bounds.
• Examine the low-frequency slope. Our limited experience, however, suggests that accurately determining the lowfrequency slope is difficult. This can be due to several factors, including difficulty in identifying transition zones. Strong departures from an f 3 frequency dependence (with evidence that there are not multiple contributing regimes) may indicate that the heterogeneities cannot be from discrete particles.
b. Methodology for when sediment layering is present. When sediment layering is present, it leads to a frequencydependence in the observed scattering and must be accounted for. A straightforward approach is to estimate the scattering parameters in the layered media using the continuum assumption (this is chosen as a starting assumption for reasons mentioned above, Sec. V C 2). In each layer, the following tests can then be made:
• If c 3 > 4, the scattering must be due to continuum fluctuations.
• If c 3 < 2, the scattering is likely due to discrete particles.
• If 2 < c 3 4, either discrete or a continuum class at this stage is plausible.
The coefficient of variation should be calculated to determine if perturbation theory is valid. The discrete parameters should be estimated and examined to determine if the values in each layer are within reasonable bounds (e.g., indicated by the geology).
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Sediment heterogeneities are nearly ubiquitous and lead to the scattering of acoustic waves from the sediment volume. The heterogeneities can be divided into two broad classes: one discrete and the other a continuum. The main question addressed here is whether it is possible from acoustic backscattering or reverberation measurements to determine the class, i.e., whether the scattering is due to a continuum or discrete heterogeneities. The answer is affirmative, which potentially opens the door to a greater understanding of marine sediment structures via acoustic remote sensing. At present there are few tools to measure small-scale, O(10 À2 to 10 1 ) m, sediment heterogeneities over large areas, and broadband acoustic scattering measurements could potentially fill that gap.
For a general layered seabed, discrimination between classes is possible via the spectral exponent, c 3 . When c 3 > 4, the volume scattering cannot be described by discrete particles. Conversely, when c 3 2, the heterogeneities likely arise from discrete particles. Furthermore, in the range 2 < c 3 4 where both continuum and discrete classes are plausible, parameter relationships between the two classes were developed in order to enable potential discrimination by parameter values, i.e., determining whether the values are physical or reasonable. In particular relationships were quantified between: (1) the spectral cutoff length and the discrete particle radius and (2) the continuum spectral strength and various discrete parameters including the volume fraction and the ratio of material parameters. Approximate bounding values for the parameters were also given.
Whereas these results were obtained first under the assumptions of spherical heterogeneities and fluid media, it was shown that the results were considerably more general and also apply to non-spherical and elastic heterogeneities.
Finally, a methodology was outlined to methodically apply various discrimination tests to measured data (scattering or reverberation) in order to discern whether the heterogeneities form a continuum or are discrete. The main results of the paper can provide a framework for designing and planning experiments as well as analyzing the observations. 
